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The Tulane University Police Department has created internet purchase exchange locations across Tulane campuses to provide a place for any lawful, in-person exchanges of items, money or other goods that have been arranged online, over the phone or by other means of agreement.

The internet purchase exchange locations are open to all Tulane students, faculty and staff. An exchange that takes place at one of the locations must involve a Tulane affiliate.

The internet purchase exchange locations are in the TUPD Diboll Lobby (in the Diboll Complex) on the uptown campus, the TUPD downtown lobby (located 1201 Tulane Ave.), and the TUPD parking lot at the Tulane National Primate Research Center. The Diboll Lobby and the TUPD parking lot at the Primate Center are open 24 hours for use. The downtown lobby is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. All of the locations are designated with a sign and are under video surveillance.
The internet purchase exchange location in the TUPD Diboll Lobby is open 24 hours for use.
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